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Abstract 
Much has come in the study of the decompositions of manifolds having manifold fibers 
from the examination of the discontinuity set of the decomposition map. The main result of 
this paper gives a limitation to the extent of the discontinuity set. Let r: M -+ B be a 
codimension-~ manifold decomposition of M, an (n + ~~-manifold, into sets having the 
shape of closed oriented n-manifolds. Suppose that the dimension of B is finite. Then D, 
the discontinuity set of rr, does not locally separate B. The result is proved using the 
Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence for the map rr along with careful manipulation of 
subsets of the target space B. Crucial to the proof is the manipulation of the coefficient 
modules used in the cohomology of both M and B. Under the assumption that the 
dimension of B is finite, we go on to prove that if the point preimagcs of the map r have 
trivial first homology, the dimension of I) is less than or equal to k ~ 2 for k & 2. The same 
conclusion is reached if the point preimages have the shape of S’. 
Keyw0rd.y: LRray sheaf; Spectral sequence; Upper semicontinuous decompositions 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57N99 
0. Introduction 
Given an (n + k)-manifold M decomposed upper semicontinuousIy into closed 
subm~nifolds of dimension n, what can be said of the structure of the decomposi- 
tion space? How must the submanifolds be packed together? One might imagine 
that, if the codimension is small, rather stringent rules apply. What happens when 
the codimension is increased? 
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A codimension-k manifold decomposition is an upper semicontinuous decompo- 
sition of an orientable (n + k&manifold M without boundary into subcontinua 
having the shape of closed, connected, orientable n-manifolds. Throughout this 
paper we use the following notation: r : II~“+~ + B is a codimension-k manifold 
decomposition of M, an (n + k&manifold without boundary, with B denoting the 
decomposition space. 
To date, much of the investigation of codimension-k manifold decompositions 
has taken the tack of assuming knowlege of the source manifold and the decompo- 
sition elements and then inferring information about the structure of the decompo- 
sition space. 
In particular, much has come of restricting the codimension to k B 3. Here the 
decomposition elements have to fit together in nice ways and consequently, much 
can be said about B. 
Fundamental to these studies is the concept of the continuity set, which is the 
maximum open subset C of B over which the Leray cohomology sheaf in 
dimension IZ is locally constant. Coram and Duvall [4] proved that C is dense and 
open in B. We define the discontinuity set D = B\C and within this the degener- 
acy set K. The degeneracy set is the subset of D where, given a (shape) retraction 
r : U + rTT- ‘(k) defined on some neighborhood U of r-‘(k), there is arbitrarily 
close to k some b E B such that r I,.-‘(b) : r-‘(b) + r-l(k) induces the trivial 
homomorphism on the nth cohomology. It is in the discontinuity set, and, in 
particular, in the degeneracy set that the anomolies occur which make the study of 
codimension-k manifold decompositions interesting and difficult. Many of the 
results we have to date have been ferreted out by discoveries limiting the extent of 
the discontinuity and degeneracy sets. The paper in hand takes a general step in 
this direction, asserting that the discontinuity set does not locally separate B. 
To evoke the proper context, we here restate the findings which suggest hat the 
above result might be true. 
In the codimension-1 case, we have that B is a l-manifold [5], possibly with 
boundary but with aB = fl provided both M and the elements of G are orientable. 
Daverman proved that C = Int(B). Thus, trivially, D does not locally separate B. 
In the codimension-2 case [9,10] it has been shown that D is locally finite in B. 
This result was more than enough to prove that the decomposition space is a 
2-manifold. Daverman was able to remove the orientable condition on M and 
showed that, for M nonorientable, B might possibly have boundary [6]. Thus, in 
the codimension-2 case, D does not locally separate B. 
Finally, Daverman [8] found in his investigation of PL maps with manifold fibers 
that the discontinuity set is relegated to at most the (k - 2)-skeleton of (the 
polyhedron) B: 
Theorem (Daverman [S]). Suppose rr : M + B is simplicial. The continuity set C of 
r : M + B satkfies B \ Bkm2 c C and C meets each connected open subset of B in 
another connected set. 
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The main result of the work in hand provides a pleasing complement to 
Daverman’s result. 
Theorem 2.7. Let 7 : M + B be a codimension-k manifold decomposition of M, an 
orientable (n + k)-manifold, into compacta having the shape of closed, oriented 
n-manifolds. Suppose that dim(B) < CQ. Then D, the discontinuity set of T, measured 
with respect to Z coefficients, does not locally separate B. 
The discovery that D does not locally separate the target space naturally elicits 
questions regarding the dimension of D. 
For codimension k > 3, the primary result used here is that of Daverman and 
Walsh regarding the cohomological dimension of B. 
Theorem (Daverman and Walsh, [ll, Theorem 1.21). Suppose X is a complete 
met&able space and let f : X + Y be a proper map such that each set f- ‘( y> has the 
shape of a closed, connected, orientable n-manifold. Then 
dim,(Y) &dim,(X) -n. 
The cohomological dimension of a space X3 written dim,(X), is the least 
integer q 2 0 such that H“(A, B; Z) = 0 for all k > q + 1 and all pairs of closed 
subsets (A, B) of X. If no such integer exists, then dim,(X) = 03. In case the 
covering dimension of X is finite, the cohomological and covering dimensions 
agree. From the theorem above we have that for a codimension-k manifold 
decomposition, the cohomological dimension of the target space B is 6 k. Thus, 
when it is specified that dim(B) < 03, we have dim(B) Q k. In the cases k Q 3 we 
need not make this assumption; for k = 1, 2 we have dim(B) = k since B is a 
k-manifold and Daverman [7] has proved that, in case k = 3, dim(B) < 3. 
Section 3 of this paper deals with the dimension of D. The principal result there 
is: 
Proposition 3.2. Let T : Mn+k + B be a codimension-k manifold decomposition with 
dim(B) < ~0. Zf H,(r-l(b); Z> = 0 f or each b E B, then dim(D) G k - 2. 
The same conclusion is reached if the point preimages have the shape of S’ 
(Proposition 3.3). 
1. Tools and methods 
This section details the primary tools used to prove the main result. The 
n-winding function has been and continues to be an essential tool in the study of 
manifold decompositions. The n-winding function is generally used to define the 
discontinuity set of B. The overriding structure of the Leray cohomology sheaf of 
the map r is used in the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence to relate M and 
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B through the map rr and the properties of its point and neighborhood preimages. 
Crucial to the proof of the main result is the manipulation of the coefficient 
modules used in the definitions of the n-winding function and the Leray sheaf. 
Finally, Bing’s concept of a “brick partition” [l] is introduced and discussed. 
This construction greatly enhances our control over certain subsets in B where the 
indigenous structure might well be gruesome. 
f. 1. T&e ~-minding unction 
The n-winding function used in this paper is that used by Snyder [16], a 
variation of that used in [4,10] in that it is defined on the nth cohomology groups 
rather than on the nth homology groups. This is convenient because it gives an 
insight into the relationship between the winding function and the Leray cohomol- 
ogy sheaf. 
In the following, the basic setup is that of a codimension-k manifold decomposi- 
tion r : Mn’k + B as described in the introduction. Often it is necessary to treat 
the restriction of 7r to some saturated subset of M. The cohomology theory used 
throughout is that of ~ch/~e~ander-Spanier possibly with sheaf coefficients. 
For a fixed b E B, let U, be an open neighborhood of b such that there exists a 
(shape) retraction 
r:r?(QJ +Tr-l(b). 
Fixing b, U,, and Y, we have for each y E U, the restriction homomorphism 
h : ~~(~-‘(U~); G} -+ ~“(6’( y); G). 
The composition of the inverse of the restriction isomorphism induced by r and h 
gives a well-defined homomorphism 
H’++(b); G) -+H”(rr-‘(y); G) (1) 
between copies of G. In case G = Z, the ~-winding number of y with respect to b, 
denoted (u,(y), is the absolute value of the degree of this homomorphism. In case 
G is the field Z/pZ for p a prime, then the n-winding number of y with respect to 
b is either 1 if (1) is an isomorphism, or 0 if (1) is not an isomorphism. 
Taking (1) with Z coefficients, we have: 
De~nition. The co~t~nui~ set C c B is the set C = (b E B I there exists a neighbor- 
hood U, of b with q,(b’) = 1 for all b’ E U,). 
Definition. The discontinuity set D = B\C. 
De~nition. The degeneracy set of B, denoted K, is the set of all points b ED such 
that for each open W c B with b E W, there exists b’ E W with cu,(b’) = 0. 
We use the same terminology when the n-winding number is defined by (1) 
using Z/pa coefficients. The subsets of B defined above may be different for 
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different coefficient groups used in the homomorphism (1). Note also that D = K 
if G in (1) is a field. 
The following useful results have been proved using the n-winding function as 
defined using the nth homology groups of point preimages. The proofs go through 
almost without modification when the present definition is substituted. If the map 
rr is restricted to some saturated subset of M the continuity set and the various 
subsets of its complement are defined as above. Since the results of this paper 
often require that rr be so restricted, we set more general hypotheses for Lemmas 
1.1-1.3; namely, let f : X + Y where X and Y are locally compact metrizable 
spaces, f is a proper map and there is an integer n such that for all y E Y, f-‘(y) 
has the shape of a closed, connected, orientable n-manifold. 
Lemma 1.1 [4, Lemma 3.41. The continuity set C off is a dense open subset of Y. 
Lemma 1.1 is a special case of a theorem concerning local constancy of the 
Leray sheaf presented later in this section. 
Lemma 1.2 [4, Lemma 3.11. The degeneracy set K is a closed subset of D and hence of 
Y. 
Lemma 1.3 [4, Lemma 3.21. Given x0 E Y and x1 E Ux,, where the latter denotes a 
neighborhood of x,, over which the n-winding function ax0 is defined, there is a 
neighborhood W c Ux, of x1 over which the n-winding number ox, is defined, such 
that for every x2 in W, 
Remark. The formula (2) is valid for (Y,~ defined with G (in (1)) either as Z or as 
the field Z/pZ. Suppose G = Z, and a point d ED has for each neighborhood 
containing it a point d’ in that neighborhood such that cr,(d’) = k, where k, # 1. 
Then, if p is a prime divisor of k,, and we take G to be Z/pZ in (0, the result is 
that a,(d’> = 0 for each such d’. With respect to Z/pZ coefficients, that d is in 
the degeneracy set. If p’ is a prime which does not divide k,, it is possible that 
with respect to Z/p’Z coefficients, d is in the continuity set. Thus it is noted that 
the subsets C, D and K depend on the coefficients used in the definition of the 
n-winding function. 
1.2. Sheaves, and the Leray cohomology sheaf of a map 
In this section, the sheaf theoretic underpinnings of the Leray cohomology 
sheafs for the map r will be described. A general treatment can be found in 
Bredon [3, pp. l-61. Within the course of the section, the relationship between the 
Leray cohomology sheaf in dimension n and the n-winding number will be 
elucidated. 
Let R be a PID and X be a topological space. 
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Definition. A presheuf A of R-modules on X is a contravariant functor from the 
category of open subsets of X and inclusion maps to the category of R-modules 
such that A($) = (0). The inclusion map Cl - VCX is mapped by A to a homo- 
morphism A(V) -A(U) denoted ru,” such that T”,~ = 1 and, for W c U c 
V, r w,uru,v = rw,v* 
The two examples of presheaves pertinent to this paper are both the constant 
presheaf and the cohomology presheaf of the map r. 
The constant presheaf can be defined for any fmed R-module P: the constant 
presheaf A on X, for U cX, assigns A(U) = P. Then ru.v = Id, for 8 # V c CJ. 
The k th cohomology presheaf H’[,rr] of the map r is defined by setting 
H’[T](U) =H+r-‘(II); R). 
For fl # U c V, ru,v is the inclusion induced homomorphism Hk(~-‘(V); R) + 
Hk(7r- ‘(LO; R). 
Locally about a point x E X these presheaves have a relatively simple structure 
which is captured in the notion of a “germ”. For a presheaf A, let S be the set of 
all elements s E A(U), where U CX is open and x E U. Define s E A(U) to be 
equivalent o I EA(V) if there exists a W c U n V with x E W such that rw,u(s) = 
r,,,(t), i.e., s and f agree over W. 
Definition. The equivalence class containing s E A(U) is the germ of s at x. 
The R-module .w’~ of germs of A at x is called the stalk of A over x. From the 
preceding construction it is easy to see JY’~ = &A(U) where U ranges over the 
open neighborhoods of x in X. 
In the case of the constant presheaf, A, = P for all x EX. 
In the case of the nth cohomology presheaf of a proper map f (i.e., f-‘(C) is 
compact if C is compact), the stalks Zk[fl, = Hk(f-‘(x); RI. If f has orientable 
n-manifold fibers, then .%‘“[ f], = R for all x E X. 
A presheaf A gives rise to stalks at each point. The sheaf generated by the 
presheaf is obtained by introducing a topology on the disjoint union LY’ of the 
stalks ~9~. A basis for the topology is determined in the following way: a basic open 
setNisdefinedforUopeninXandsEA(U)asN=(U.s,E~~IxEU)where 
S, is the image in the stalk s’~ of the element s of A. 
Let p: a’ -+X be the natural map which takes &I to x. It is evident that for 
fixed s ~4171, and N = (sI I x E U} we have p( NJ = U. In fact, p maps N to U 
homeomorphically. All of the above leads to the formal definition of a sheaf: 
Definition. A sheaf .w’ of R-modules on X is a pair W, p) where 
(1) & is a topological space; 
(2) p : a’ +X is a local homeomorphism; 
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(3) p-‘(x) is an R-module, denoted dx; 
(4) the R-module operations are continuous, i.e., setting .@A&’ = {(a, p) 1 p(a) 
=p(p)), the map R x (&A&) +.%’ that sends (I, (Y, p> + rcz - /3 is continuous. 
For a sheaf &, a section over a subset U CX is a continuous map U -+& such 
that s(x) EJZZ~ for each x E U. Associated to a sheaf LZZ on X is a presheaf of 
sections r(d) determined by setting l%%‘)(U), for an open set U cX, equal to 
the module of sections {S : U +& 1 s is a section over U}. 
The restriction of S? to Y cX, denoted ti I y, is (p-‘(Y), p I p-~c~j). 
For a section (+ over Y cX, define the support of (+ to be the closure in Y of 
the set {y I a(y) f 0 up-l(y)}. 
A family of supports 4 on X is a collection of closed subsets of X with the 
following properties: 
(1) A closed subset of an element of 4 is an element of 4. 
(2) 4 is closed under finite unions. 
We say + is paracompactifying if, in addition to the above, it satisfies: 
(3) Each element of 4 is paracompact. 
(4) Each element of 4 has a closed neighborhood in 4. 
We will have occasion to use as a family of supports the compact subsets of our 
space. This family of supports is paracompactifying when X is a locally compact 
space. 
Let f : X + Y with $, 4 families of supports on X and Y respectively. Define a 
family of supports +(J/) on X as 4(+) = {K n f-‘(L) I K E t,b, L E 41. This is a 
special case of the definition given by Bredon [3, p. 1391 suited to our purposes; 
specifically, f is proper, and both X and Y are metrizable. Under these hypothe- 
ses, if both I,!J and 4 comprise the compact subsets of their spaces, then so does 
4(e) and we can take $(I)) = $. 
A sheaf JZ? over X is constant if, for some fixed R-module P, M E X X P and p 
is the projection to the first factor. ti is focally constant if for each x EX there is 
a neighborhood U of x over which ti is constant. 
1.3. The Leray sheaf for a map 
The Leray cohomology sheaf in dimension q for the map f : X + Y, denoted 
Zq[ f; G], is the sheaf generated by the qth cohomology presheaf detailed above. 
In this paper, G, the coefficient module, will be either Z or h/pi? for some prime 
number p. 
The following theorem of Walsh and Dydak can be applied to the Leray sheaf 
to yield Corollary 1.4. 
Theorem [12]. Suppose G is a finitely generated Abelian group and X is a completely 
me&able space. If A is a presheaf on X such that 
(1) each stalk ~2, of the sheaf B? generated by A is isomorphic to G, and 
(2) for each x E X and each neighborhood U of x there exists a neighborhood 
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V c U of x such that the image of A(U) + A(V) is finitely generated, 
then the set of pomts at which ~2 I w is locally constant fogs a dense open subset W 
OfX. 
Corollary 1.4. Let f : X -+ Y be a proper map between locally compact metrizable 
spaces such that for each y E Y, f-‘(y) has the shape of a closed, connected, 
orientable n-manifold. Then there is a dense open subset W of Y over which the Leray 
sheaf is loyally ~o~tant in each Dickson. 
In the case of a codimension-k manifold decomposition r : Mn+k -+ B, we can 
relate the behavior of the n-winding function to the structure of the Leray sheaf 
for r in dimension n. Let b E B and U, be an open neighborhood of b such that 
there exists a (shape) retraction r : T-~(UJ -+ ~-l(b). Recall that the absolute 
value of the degree of the homomo~hism 
H’+-‘(b); H) -+Hn(+(y); h) 
between copies of Z, defines the n-winding number of y with respect to b, o,(b), 
measured with respect to Z coefficients. Let s E K%‘n[rr])(Us). The germ of s at b 
will be EY&X) times the germ of s at X, up to sign. This obse~ation leads to the 
following result [16]. 
Proposition 1.5. Let f : X + Y be a proper map between locally compact metrizable 
spaces with point preimages having the shape of closed, connected, orientable 
n-manifold. Then the Leray sheaf in dimension n is locally constant at y E Y if and 
only if the n-wiping unction LL~ is continue at y. 
Lemma 1.1 is a clear consequence of Corollary 1.4 and Proposition 1.5. This, 
along with the following lemma, leads to the indispensible Proposition 1.8. 
Lemma 1.6. Suppose f : X + Y is as in the hy~theses of Proposition 1.5. Let y be a 
connected subset of Y such that y c C, the cont~ui~ set. Let s be a section of 
Z”‘[r; G] over y such that s(x) = 0 for some x E y. Then s = 0 over all of y. 
Proof. If s vanishes at x then s must vanish on a neighborhood of X. Thus the set 
of points in the continuity set over which s vanishes is open. The set of points in 
the ~ntinui~ set over which s does not vanish is also open. Then the set of points 
in the continuity set over which s vanishes is both open and closed and thus 
contains any connected subset of the continuity set containing a point over which s 
vanishes. 0 
The hypotheses of the following corollary present a rather confusing mix of K, 
the degeneracy set of f, and D = Y\C, the discontinui~ set. This keeps the result 
true in the cases of the n-winding number being defined with respect to both 
integral and field coefficients. In the latter case, D = K, and it is in this context 
that the corollary is useful in the proof of Proposition 1.8. 
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Corollary 1.7. Let f be as in Proposition 1.5 and let K and D be the degeneracy set 
and discontinuity set off, respectively. Suppose s is a section of Zn[r] over an open 
subset U c Y such that U fl K # # and U/D is connected. Then s I a,D = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.6 it will suffice to find a single point in U\D such that 
s(x) = 0. Given any point k E K n U, there is a point in each neighborhood of k 
such that (Y,(X) = 0. If x is such a point and x E C, we are done. If x ED, we 
have, by Lemma 1.3, sufficiently close to x, a point x’ E U I” C such that 
(Yk( x’) = cu,( x’)ak( x) = 0. 
Then s(x’) = 0. q 
It is possible to start with a sheaf over a subset A c Y and extend it to a sheaf 
over Y by putting trivial stalks over Y\A. Let f : X + Y be a proper map between 
locally compact spaces. For A c Y, the restriction of the Leray sheaf, denoted by 
A?““[ f I f-~(A); G] is the sheaf generated by the presheaf U nA -+H”(f-‘(U n 
A); G). We define (A?‘““[ f I f-l(~); G])’ to be the sheaf over Y whose stalks are 
equal to those of 2?[ f I - f qA); G] over A but are the trivial module over Y\A. If 
A is open in Y, (A?“[ f I f-1(,+; GDy is a subsheaf of Z”[ f; G]. If A is closed in Y, 
GUf I f-q~); GI) y is the quotient sheaf 
z”[f; Gl/(x’jf I ~-'(Y\A); G])' 
which may or may not itself be a subsheaf of A?‘““[ f; G] depending on the structure 
of the latter sheaf. In any event, we always have for A closed in Y the short exact 
sequence of sheaves 
O+ (zn[f If-yY\,q; G])Y+z”[f; Gl+ (z”[f If-y/i); G])Y+O. (3) 
In Proposition 1.8 it will be shown that if A is in the degeneracy set of f, the 
sequence (3) splits because the quotient sheaf is a subsheaf of A?““[ f; G]. 
Proposition 1.8. Let f : X + Y be a proper map between locally connected metrizable 
spaces. Assume that, with respect to coefficients G, all the discontinuity of f is 
degeneracy, i.e., D = K. Assume further that K does not locally separate Y. Then 
there is a short exact sequence of sheaves 
O+ (z”[f lf-qcj; G])y +Z”[f; G] + (X”[f If-l(K); G])‘-0 
and this sequence is split. 
Proof. In light of (3) it need only be shown that (A?“[ f I fm~(K); G])’ is a subsheaf 
of A?“[ f; G]. The stalks of (A?“‘[ f I f I(~); GDy over K are isomorphic to the stalks - 
over K of A?“[ f; Gl. By Corollary 1.7, each section of S?‘“[ f; G] over a connected 
open set UC Y with U n K # fl is trivial over U n C. This is by definition the case 
for sections in the sheaf (A?“[ f I f-l(K); Cl)’ which we consequently recognize as a 
subsheaf of Z’“[ f; G]. 0 
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The sheaf cohomology of a space X for a sheaf .M and family of supports 4 on 
X is denoted Hi(X; LZ’). If _Q? is constant, the sheaf cohomology agrees with the 
Cech/Alexander-Spanier theory. The restriction to A CX of the sheaf cohomol- 
ogy on X, i.e., H;,. (A; M I A), is simply written H,*(A; ~59. 
The short exact sequence of sheaves 
0 --+&? +&? --+&Y + 0 
induces the long exact sequence 
... +H$(X; &‘) +H$(X; &) +H$(X; LP) -+H$+r(x; M’) + ***. 
If the short exact sequence of sheaves is split, then the inverse map LZJ”’ +LZZ on the 
coefficients causes the homomorphisms H,*(X, H) + H,+* (X; A?“‘) to be smjec- 
tions. Thus the induced long exact sequence splits into short exact sequences 
O+H$‘(X; s”) +H$(X; A’) -+H$(X; AZ”‘) +O 
at each level p. A complete definition and detailed analysis of the general 
properties of sheaf cohomology are available in [3, Ch.21. 
1.4. The Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence for the map T 
The following theorem is fundamental in the proof of our main result, and to 
the results of Section 3. It is proved in [3, pp. 140-1411. 
Theorem (Leray and Grothendieck). Let f : X + Y be a map and 4 and $ be 
paracompactifiing sets of supports on X and Y respectively. Then there is a first 
quadrant spectral sequence {E, = E,(f) I r 2 2) such that: 
i;; ;2”” = H,p(y; Z$f; Gl); 
p,q is associated to a filtration of H&$(X; G). m 
Remarks. (1) The filtration is 
OcJ,cJ,c *a* cJp = HP(X; G) 
where J,, = E,PPo and Ji/Ji_l = Ez-i*i, i = 1, 2,. . . . 
(2) E,“;“1= ker(d,)/im(d,), where the differential dpq : EP,q + Ep+rVq-r+l has 
bidegree (r, 1 - r). 
(3) E,P.q=Er;4=Ef;42= ... =EpTq for r>p+q+l 
(4) In case 4 and $ are compact Supports, so is $($i 
1.5. Brick partitioning 
Bing [l] sets forth the notion of a brick partition of a compact, locally connected 
metric space X. We will apply the concept of brick partitioning in the case of a 
locally compact locally connected metric space. Bing’s results are easilly extended 
to this case. This section introduces the reader to the basic terminology. 
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Definition (Partitioning). A locally finite collection G of mutually exclusive con- 
nected open subsets of X, each having compact closure in X, is a partitioning of X 
if the sum of the elements of G is dense in X. 
Definition (Btick partitioning). A partitioning G of X is a brick partitioning if: 
(1) Each open subset of X containing a point of X which is a limit point of each 
of two elements of G also contains a point in X which is a limit point of each of 
these same two elements of G but of no other elements of G. 
(2) Each boundary point in X of an element of G is a boundary point of 
another element of G. 
(3) Each element of G is uniformly locally connected. 
The elements of G fit together like properly laid bricks. The conditions above 
guarantee that the nonempty intersection of the closures of two bricks (the mortar, 
should we extend the analogy) has predictable properties. A dense subset of the 
complement in X of the bricks in G is made up of points which are limit points of 
exactly two bricks in G. We have then the following definition. 
Definition (Codimemion-1 brick interface). Given elements g and h of a brick 
partitioning G such that jj n ?r # @, the codimension-1 brick interface between 
them is defined to be the set of points in g rl h n Int( g U h). 
In a brick partition G, let g and h be bricks with codimension-1 interface. Then 
g and h can be amalgamated to form a new brick partitioning G’ of X where the 
elements of G’ are the same as those in G except that for g and h we have g’ 
which consists of the union of g and h and their codimension-1 interface. 
Given a compact locally connected metric space X, Bing [l] proves the existence 
of brick partitionings G, of X where the maximum diameter of a g E G, is less 
than E for each E > 0. 
Bing’s bricks are used in this work in the following form. Given a locally 
connected, locally compact metric space X, and a compact subset C cX, and given 
a neighborhood U of C, we can find a brick partitioning G of X such that the 
union of the closures of a finite subcollection of bricks from G forms a neighbor- 
hood of C contained in U. Furthermore, given E > 0, the partition G can be 
refined so that the bricks in the refinement of the finite subcollection making up 
the neighborhood of C all have diameter less than E. 
2. The main result 
We will show that the discontinuity set of a codimension-k manifold decomposi- 
tion does not locally separate the target space. Several supporting lemmas precede 
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the proof. These give us the necessary control of certain subsets of the target space 
and their preimages. 
First among these is the result that there exists a pseudo-isotopy from n- to a 
map f such that f has the same discontinuity set D in B but f-‘(D) is nowhere 
dense in M. A nowhere dense subset of an (n + k)-manifold has dimension at 
most n + k - 1 and from this, along with Theorem 1.2 of [ll] quoted in the 
introduction, we may conclude that dim(D) < k - 1. 
Lemma 2.1. Let TT: Mn+k + B be a codimension-k manifold decomposition. Sup- 
pose A c B is closed and nowhere dense. Then there e&s an ambient pseudo-isotopy 
$, such that f = lim, ~, rrILt maps M onto B and f-‘( A) iv nowhere dense in M. 
Before proving Lemma 2.1 we recall that, by an argument presented by Walsh 
[18], a pseudo-isotopy will not alter the shape of the fibers or the winding of the 
fibers with respect to each other. Thus the pseudo-isotopy leaves the discontinuity 
and degeneracy sets unchanged. In fact, the results of [18] allow us, by a pseudo- 
isotopy, to transform rr into an open map f, in which case for any closed nowhere 
dense subset A c B, the set f-‘(A) is nowhere dense in M and thus must have 
dimension at most n + k - 1 implying that dim(A) G k - 1. That proof is quite 
involved; here we prove the special case of a single nowhere dense subset, with an 
eye to its application on the discontinuity set, which we know will not be altered by 
the pseudo-isotopy. The following proof follows closely an argument used by 
Daverman [7] in his demonstration that dim(B) G 3 in the codimension3 case. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let E? be the space of continuous maps from M to B and let 
H denote the space of all homeomorphisms h : M + M endowed with the sup-norm 
topology (compact-open topology, should the manifold M be only locally compact). 
Define Q to be the closure in % of the collection of all maps (ah I h E If). Let a;, 
i=12 , ,**., be a countable dense subset of points in M. Define Ri = (4 E Q I q(ai) 
E A). 
For each i it is clear that Ri is open. It will now be shown that each Ri is dense 
in Q. 
Let ~EQ and E>O be given. Near each qEQ is a rh:M+B (where 
h : M + M is a homeomorphism). Without loss of generality assume that h = Id so 
that rh = T near the given 9. We seek, then, a rh E Rj which is e-close to rr. 
Assume r(ai) EA. Let No, c B be a connected E-neighborhood of r(a,). Since 
A is nowhere dense in B, there is a point z GA contained in N,,. Let y : [O, 11 + 
Y’(N,,,) parametrize an arc: y(O) =ai, y(l) =a: E T-‘(Z). Choose an ambient 
isotopy V’, such that PJai) = y(t) with V’, I M\;r-~~(No,) = Id and ending in a homeo- 
morphism h: M + M such that h(a,) = a:. Then p(r, rh) <E and rh E Ri. This 
proves that Ri is dense in Q. 
Since each Ri is dense and open, we have f-l iRi dense and can pick f E n iRi 
arbitrarily close to 7~. The map f can be expressed as lim, _ ,rh, where h, is an 
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isotopy defined for t f [O, 1) with h, = Id (see 17, p. 1783). Because it misses a 
dense subset of points in M, we know that f’(A) has empty interior in M. ff 
The next lemma gives sufficient conditions for a closed subset of an m-manifold 
M to separate M. 
Lemma 2.2. Let M be a closed, connected, G~~e~table m-manifold and A a closed 
subset of M. Suppose that H”-‘CM, C) -+IsI”-~(A; G) is the triuial homomor- 
phism and that H “-‘(A; G) # 0. Then A separates M. 
Proof. By Poincare duality we have H” - ‘CM; G) = H,(M; G) and 
H”-‘(A; G) =HH1(M, M\A). 
Then 
H,(M; G) +H,(M, M\A; G) 
is the trivial homomorphism. This implies, by the long exact sequence for the pair 
CM, M\A) and the fact H,(M, M\A; C> f 0, that H~(M; G) z H*(M\A; G). 
q 
Given an open subset U of a manifold M, and a compact A c U we can always 
find a neighborhood Vc U of A such that, for all 9, the inclusion induced 
homomo~hism 
H4( U; Z) -+ H4( V; H) (*I 
has finitely generated image. In case rr induces a codimension-k manifold decom- 
position, where k 3 2, we have H”+k-l(v-‘(b); Z) = 0 for each b EB, because 
F’(b) has the shape of a closed, connected, orientable n-manifold. Suppose k’ is 
a neigh~rhood of a-‘(b) such that He(M, Z) + H4(V, Z) has finitely generated 
image with generators [ai], where i = 1,. . . , r. Then for each (Y~ there is a 
neighborhood Wi of n-‘(h) such that the homomorphism Hq(M; Z) + Hq(Q Z) 
annihilates [ ai]. Let W = n f=,fl. Then 
H”+k-l(M; H) --) H”+k-l(W; Z) 
is the zero homomorphism. Suppose A is a closed subset of W with nontrivial 
(n + k - 1)st cohomology. In light of Lemma 2.2 we see that A separates M. 
If I’ is a neighborhood of such an A and V has connected frontier, we can 
assert that at least one component of M\A is contained in V. This follows from 
the fact that one component of M\A contains the entire frontier of V, and the 
frontier of this component must be contained in A. Any other complementary 
domain, then, wilI not meet M\ V. 
This construction will lead to the contradictory coup de grace in the proof of the 
main result. We are thus in need of neighborhoods in B with connected frontier. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let U be an open connected subset of M”, an m-manifold, with D 
compact. Let A be a compact subset of an open connected subset V where V c v c U. 
Suppose the images of the inclusion induced homomorphisms 
+1(A) + T(U) 7 
Al + T(U) 
are equal. If N is a connected open neighborhood of A with m c V and V\N is 
connected, then Fr(fl) in connected. 
Proof. We suppose that Fr(N) can be written as E U F where E is disjoint from F 
and both are closed subsets of Fr(N). Let e E E and f E F be points arc accessible 
to the interior of N. Let yr be an arc in N U e U f connecting the points e and f. 
Let y2 be another arc in V connecting e to f, this time such that l2 n (V\fl) # 1. 
Note that y2 contains a connected open segment w c y2 rl (V\N) lying between 
y2 n E and y2 n F. The union of these two arcs, yi U y2, represents a loop in V 
and thus an element of ~~09. 
Suppose y1 u y2 represents the trivial element in T,(U). Then we know that 
there is a map (Y of a two-cell r into U such that (Y I ar is y1 U y2. The set 
a-‘(Fr&)) must contain a closed, connected subset Y which separates points in 
a-‘(w) from points in (Y -‘(yl). Then a(Y) is a subset of Fr(#) meeting both E 
and F, and we have a contradiction. 
Suppose yi u y2 represents a nontrivial element of T,(U). By hypothesis we 
can then find a loop near enough to A to be contained in N which represents the 
same element of T,(U). By altering (yl U y2) n N to run around this loop in the 
appropriate direction, we can create a new loop representing the trivial element in 
T&U) which contains the points e and f, the segment w, and a segment analagous 
to y1 connecting e to f and contained in e U f U N. We then proceed as in the 
previous paragraph to a contradiction. q 
Turning to the case of a codimension-k manifold decomposition, we now assert 
the existence of neighborhoods of points in B satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 
2.3. Crucial to the proof of Lemma 2.4, is the fact that for k > 2 the points b E B 
do not locally separate B. Let U be an open neighborhood of ~-l(b). By duality 
[17, p. 2961, the fact that H~+k-l(~-l(b); Z> = 0 implies that H,(U, U\ 
C’(b); Z) = 0 which in turn yields that 
H,(U\+(b); Z) AII,(U; Z) 
is an isomorphism. If point preimages in M fail to separate neighborhoods of 
themselves in M, then points in B cannot locally separate B. 
Lemma 2.4. Let T : M”+k + B be a codimension-k manifold decomposition with 
k 2 2. Let U c B be open and connected. Then for each b E U, there exists a 
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neighborhood V c U of b such that U \ V has only one component lacking compact 
closure in U. 
Proof. Let R be a finite collection of bricks from a brick partitioning G of B such 
that the union of the closures of the bricks in R constitute a closed neighborhood 
Y c U of b. Furthermore, refining G if necessary, we can assume that bricks in R 
whose closures meet Y have their closures contained in U. Assume that b E g E R; 
this can be arranged by amalgamation of bricks if b is a limit point of a 
codimension-1 interface. The frontier of g in U is the union of the closures of 
finitely many codimension-1 brick interfaces between bricks from R. Since b does 
not locally separate g, we may, for each pair of bricks g, and g, whose closures 
meet the frontier of g, connect the closures of g, and g, by an arc contained in g 
and missing the point b. This collection of arcs together with the closures of the 
bricks adjacent to g constitute a closed, connected subset of Y disjoint from b and 
containing Fr(g). Let V be a connected neighborhood of b in g missing the web 
of arcs. Then one component of U\V contains the entire frontier of g and all 
other components of U\V have compact closure in U. q 
Corollary 2.5. Let 71: Mntk + B be a codimension-k manifo~ decomposition with 
k 3 2. Then there e&t arbitrarily small neighborhoods for each b E B with connected 
frontier. 
Proof. L& b E B and U be a connected open neighborh~d of b. Let W be a 
neighborhood of b in U such that there is a (shape) strong deformation retraction 
from T-~(W) to r-‘(b) in T-*(U). Then the image of the inclusion induced 
homomorphisms 
Q-V)) --)+--*(~)), 
~~(~-I~~)) -+ ~~(~-ltu)) 
are equal. Let V c W be a neighborhood of b which, by Lemma 2.4, has but one 
complementary domain in W lacking compact closure in W. Let N be the union of 
V with the complementary domains of V in W having compact closure in W. Then 
N has only one complementary domain in W and, by application of Lemma 2.3, we 
may conclude that Fr(p) is connected. 13 
The next proposition is technical in nature. It will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.7 where we need a separator of B with strictly controlled complemen- 
tary domains and intersection with the discontinuity set of minimal dimension. 
Proposition 2.6. Let X be a connected, locally compact, locally connected metric 
space of covering dimension at most k. Let F be a O-dimensionaE F, subset of X 
written F = U y= 1 Fi, where each Fi is closed. Suppose x * E X and Z is a closed subset 
of X disjoint from x * . Then there exists a compact subset A c X such that 
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(1) A separates X into components which contain either points in Z or x * but 
never both; thus, if U is a component of X/A, then U meets exactly one of x * or Z. 
(2) AnF=@. 
Proof. Let S, be a compact subset of X separating x * from Z such that 
S, I-I F, = 6. Let WI be a compact neighborhood of S, missing x * U Z u F,. 
Let G, be a brick partitioning of X such that the union of the closures of a 
finite subcollection of the bricks in G, constitute a compact neighborhood N of 
IV,. As the proof progresses, we will be refining G,. This will have no effect on N, 
though with each successive refinement, the bricks constituting N might be more 
numerous and have smaller diameter. Let R, be a subcollection of bricks from G,, 
or a refinement thereof, such that the union of the closures of the bricks in R, 
form a compact neighborhood of S, lying in WI. Define 
Let 0 be the union of the frontiers of the bricks in Q. Notice that Q is made up 
of the closures of the codimension-1 brick interfaces contained in the frontiers of 
the bricks in Q. Thus Q separates x * from Z. Order the bricks in Q: g,, g,, . . . , g,. 
Considering the bricks from Q in order, we proceed to remove from Q all 
superfluous codimension-1 brick interfaces. A codimension-1 brick interface is 
“superfluous” if its removal will not cause the remaining subset to violate condi- 
tion (1). This process is now described. 
Let Q 1,0 = Q. Suppose that the frontier of g,, the first element in Q, contains q1 
codimension-1 interfaces labelled a,, a*, . . . , aql. Then $r 1 will be Qr 0 if X\ 
(&\a,) has a component which meets both x * and Z. titherwise, Qr:, will be 
Ql,o\al. We next consider a2 and cause Q,, to be Q,,, or d,,,\a, depending on 
whether or not X\@,,,\a,) has a component which meets both x * and Z. 
When all of the codimension-1 interfaces of g, have been considered, the union 
of the closures of all codimension-1 brick interfaces remaining from QI,0 will be 
denoted Q,,,. Order the q2 codimension-1 interfaces of g, and proceed as 
described above. 
Thus &,, i > 1, will be the union of the closures of all the codimension-1 brick 
interfaces remaining from Qi _ 1,0 after the superfluous interfaces from Fr(g,_r) 
have been removed. For j > 0, we have Qi,, equal to &i,j_1 with the jth interface 
aj of gi removed or not depending on whether or not X\(d,,j_l\aj) contains a 
component which meets both x * and Z. 
Call the final term of this process A,. The set A, is our first attempt at the set 
A satisfying the conditions of the proposition. A, fulfills condition (1) and, of 
course, misses F,. The required properties of A, will now be detailed. 
No component of X\A, meets both x * and Z. Suppose there is such a 
component U of X\A,. Let U,, U, c U\ WI be open, connected subsets uch that 
U, meets x * and U, meets Z. Select two points z1 E U, and z2 E U,. Let r be an 
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arc connecting zr to z2 in U chosen so as to meet Q at a finite number of 
codime~sion-1 brick interfaces all of which have necessarily been removed in the 
process described above. Then the removal of at least one of these, say aj, would 
result illegally in a single component of X\(Qj,j_ 1 \aj> meeting both x * and 2. 
Each component of X\A, meets either x * or 2. Supposing to the contrary, 
consider a component U of X\A, disjoint from x * U 2. Since X is connected, 
A, n Fr(U) # @. Then for some i and Z, there exists a codimension-1 interface al 
of a brick gi such that a, c 8,,,_ 1 n Fr(U). However, a, may then be removed 
since it separates precisely two bricks and one of them must reside in U. The 
addition of U to any single other component of X\Q will not violate the removal 
criterion, since U meets neither x * nor Z. Thus A, satisfies condition (1). 
Connect each of the bricks in G, that intersects N by an arc in X\A, to either 
x * or Z. Let &r denote this set of arcs. Let Y[ be a closed neighborhood of A, 
contained in IV, and missing the arcs in jd”l. Using the method outlined above for 
the construction of A,, we may now proceed inductively to construct a sequence of 
separators Ai of X each of which misses more of F than the last. Within each 
K-1 we find a closed Si separating x * from Z and missing Fi. Associated with 
each Si will be a IVi c Yi_, \Fi. The sub~ollection of bricks Ri will be from a brick 
partitioning Gi of X, where Gi is a l/i (or smaller) refinement of G,_r such that 
the union of the closures of bricks in Ri forms a compact neighborhood of Sj in 
Wi. From R, we form a Q and Q, resulting, after the removal of all superfluous 
interfaces, in A,. Connecting all the bricks in Gi contained in N to either x * or Z 
in X\A,, we have a set of arcs J&~. We will then have a closed neighborhood of 
Ai, denoted Y c Vi\Mi, contained in a l/i neighborh~d of Ai, and missing 
U j=,E;:. Then A = fl y=rY is the desired subset of X. 
The Y;: neighborhoods are closed. Thus A, contained in the compact neighbor- 
hood IV,, is compact. Clearly, A n F = 6. Suppose that a component U cX\A 
exists such that U meets both x * and Z. Then an arc r in iJ connecting x * to a 
point in Z will be a finite distance p from A. For some i, we have k; n r = $, for 
all j 3 i, which implies that r lies in the complement of Aj for each j > i, a 
contradiction. Suppose then that a component U cX\A exists such that U meets 
neither x * nor Z. Then Fr(U) CA. Recalling that A c W, and that IV, cN, we 
have N f7 U # @. For each i, the bricks from Gi contained in N cover N n U. For i 
large enough, then, some brick from Gj contained in N will lie entirely in U. The 
closed neighborhood Y would then, by construction, miss an arc connecting this 
brick to x * or Z. Then A c Y also misses this arc and therefore cannot contain all 
of Fr(U) which the arc must meet. Thus A satisfies both conditions simultane- 
ously. •1 
The following theorem is new for k & 3, though the proof also works for k = 2. 
In the cases k 6 3 the dimension of B is known to be finite. For k > 3 we must 
assume that the covering dimension of the target space is finite. We always have 
dim,(B) < k, but we need dim(B) < k, which holds as long as in addition dim(B) 
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f 03. With dim(B) G k we have better control of the dimension of subsets of the 
discontinuity set. 
We will need some basic facts about local separation. Let X be a locally 
connected, locally compact metric space. We say that a subset A CX locally 
separates X if there exists an open connected U CX such that U\(A fl U) is not 
connected. Let Y be a closed nowhere dense subset of X. Then, if Y does not 
locally separate X, no subset of Y locally separates X. Working in the other 
direction, suppose that Fi, for i = 1, 2,. . . are F, subsets of X which do not locally 
separate X; then the union of the Fi does not locally separate X. To prove this it 
will suffice to demonstrate that a single I;, set, F, of closed subsets of X which do 
not locally separate X, does not locally separate X. In the space M of all maps 
[O, 11 +X endowed with the compact-open topology, let Ri denote those maps 
whose images miss Fi. It is easy to verify that Ri is both open and dense in M. 
Suppose U is a connected open subset of X. Then U\F cannot have distinct 
components U, and U,, for n iRi contains a map whose image connects U, to U, 
in U\F. We will use these facts in our manipulation of the discontinuity set D 
which, we recall, is closed and nowhere dense in the target space. 
Theorem 2.7. Let r : M + B be a codimension-k manifold decomposition of M, an 
(n + k )-manifold, into sets having the shape of closed oriented n-manifolds. Suppose 
that dim(B) < ~0. Then D, the discontinuity set of r, measured with respect to Z 
coefficients, does not locally separate B. 
Proof. As outlined in the introduction, the result is known for k < 3. We therefore 
assume that k > 3. To prove the theorem, a contradictory construction will be 
demonstrated by supposing that D does separate some open set in B. 
Let D_ be the union of all relatively open subsets of D which do not locally 
separate B. Based on the facts laid out previous to the theorem, we have that D_ 
does not locally separate B. Let D += D \D_. Each relatively open subset of D, 
separates an open set in B; for if a relatively open subset of D, does not separate 
any open set in B, it may then be appended to D_ without altering the latter set’s 
characteristics, and this would contradict the maximality of D_. 
To facilitate the proof of the theorem we need the following setup whose 
existence we will verify. There is a point d * E D, and an open connected 
neighborhood U of d * such that 
(1) 0 is compact and Fr@) is connected. 
(2) Z”[r I T-~(unD+); Z] is constant. 
(3) D, separates U. 
(4) H n+k-l(M; Z) + H n+k-l(rTT-l(U); Z) is the zero homomorphism. 
(5) There exists a component I/ of U\D+ such that a,.(v) = k, f 1 Vu E I/n C 
where, as always, C denotes the continuity set of B. 
(6) There is an arc r’ connecting d * to Fr(o) missing V. 
(7) Fr(V) n Fr(U) # @. 
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To construct the above we begin with d E D, and an open connected neighbor- 
hood N of d such that .GP[r I rr-~(N ,-, D+,; Zl is constant, and 
H”+k-‘(M; Z) +Hn+k-l(+(N); Z) 
is the zero homomorphism. The existence of such an N is verified by Corollary 1.4 
and the discussion following Lemma 2.2. Let iJ, be a connected subset of N 
containing d and over which ad is defined. Let W c U, be an open connected set 
separated by D +. 
There must be at least one component V’ c W\D+ containing a point z in the 
continuity set with a,(z) # 1. For suppose this were not so. We have a,(d’) = 1 for 
all d’ in Wn D,, so the only place left for there to be a point d’ such that 
aJd’) # 1 (and such points exist in every neighborhood of d) is in W n D_. By 
Lemma 1.3 there is a neighborhood 17,~ c W for each such d’ such that for each 
x E Ud,, the n-winding function a,(x) = a,(d’)a,(x). For x E 17~~ n C we see then 
that a,(x) f 1. Let V’ be a component of W\D+ such that V’n C contains a 
point z with a,(z)#l. Observe that VnDcD_ and thus V’\D=V’nC is 
connected. Let k, = a,(z ). 
Then a,(y) = k, for each y E V’ n C. To prove this, define 
Q=(yeV’nCIa,(y)=kd}. 
We will show that Q is both open and closed in V’ n C. It is open because each 
y E Q has a neighborhood U,, c V’ n C such that a&y’) = 1 for y’ E U,,, and 
a,( y’) = a,(y’)a,(y) or a,(y’) = a,(y) = k,, so U,, c Q. To see that Q is closed in 
V’ n C consider a point w E V’ n C which is a limit point of Q. Then there exists a 
point y E Q such that y E U, as defined above. Then a,(y) = k, and a,(y’> = 
a,(y)a,(w) for each y’~ U,. Since a,(y) = 1, we have a,(w) = k, so w E Q. 
Since V’ n C = V’\D_ is connected, and Q c V’ n C is both open and closed 
therein, we conclude that Q = V’ n C. 
Let ti, E V’ and L’~E(W\D)\V’. Let Tc W be an arc connecting c, to L;*. 
Let I-’ be the segment of r\ V’ having cz as one endpoint. Denote as d l the 
other endpoint of r’. Then d l E Fr(V’) n D,. Note that aJd l > = 1 by the 
constancy of the sheaf A?[r I T- lcw nD+); 2’1. Thus for z E V’ for which ad. is 
defined, a,.(z) = a,.(d)a,(z> = k,. 
Let U,. c W\(c, U L’*) be a connected neighborhood of d * over which ad- is 
defined. Let U c I? c Ud. be a neighborhood of d, such that Fr(U) is connected. 
Such a U exists by Corollary 2.5. 
Then all the conditions laid out above are fulfilled. To wit: 
(1) 0 is compact and Fr(U) is connected. 
(2) &I”[7r I li lcu n D+,; h] is constant. 
(3) D, separates II: D, separates W and V’ is a component of W\D+. Since 
U is a neighborhood of d’ E Fr(V’), it contains points in a component of W\D+ 
different from V’. Then D, separates the intersection of these components with U 
from each other in U. 
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(4) H n+k-1(h4; Z) --$ H “‘k-l(~-l(U); Z) is the zero homomorphism since U c 
N. 
(5) Each component V of U\D+ such that F/C I” has the property that 
Q~.(u) = k, # 1, for all u E Vn C, for this was the case for all u E V’n C n U,*. 
There must be at least one such component of U\D+ since U has nonempty 
intersection with I/’ on account of U being a neighborhood of a point in the 
frontier of V’. 
(6) r’ n U is disjoint from any I/c (U\D+l n V’ and connects d * to u2 Z 1% 
Then r’ meets Fr(@. 
(7) Recall that ui n 8= @. Let Vc(U\D+) n I/’ as in (5). Then for u E C n I/ 
we can find an arc S connecting u1 to u in V” n C. This arc must meet the frontier 
of U. The half open segment of S\Fr(U) containing Z.J has as the other endpoint 
of its closure a point in FrjU) n Fr(V). Notice that for each component V of 
W\D+) n Y’ th e same argument confirms that Fr(U) n Fr(V) # @. 
Since dim(D) < k - 1, we may write D = F u G where F is a O-dimensional F, 
set and G is a subset of dimension at most k - 2 [14, p. 301. Set Z = Fr(m n 
F@). By Proposition 2.6, a closed subset A’ can be found which separates B into 
component which meet either d * or Z but never both and which misses F. As a 
result, A’ n D is a set of dimension at most k - 2. 
Let 0 c U be an open connected neighborhood of d * which does not meet A’. 
In 0 n I/’ we pick a point u. Let V be the component of U\D+ containing v. 
Since u and d * are in 0 and 0 f-d’ = @, any arc in I/ connecting v to points near 
Z must meet A’. Thus A’n Y# 8. Let A =A’n V’. Note that x\A CD,. A 
number of conditions lead to this fact. The set A is relatively closed in Y so 
x\A c Fr(V). Since JcA misses 2, we can write x\A c Fr(V)\Fr(U). Finally, 
observe that Fr(V) c D, U F&J). This construction guarantees that A separates V 
for if it did not, points near Z could be connected to d * in 0 U V. 
We now wish to analyze the degeneracy set with respect to a set of coefficients 
depending on the value of k,. If k, = 0, we will use rational coefficients. If k, # 0, 
we will use Z/pE coefficients, where p is a prime divisor of k,. The latter case is 
worked through below. The proof is the same in both cases: just substitute Q for 
Z/pZ throughout. The point is that the discontinuity set measured with respect to 
field coefficients is entirely a degeneracy set. We need to manipulate the coeffi- 
cients so that U n D, is in the degeneracy set. 
Let p be a prime divisor of k,. If a is defined using Z/pZ coefficients, a 
relatively closed subset Dp c D becomes degenerate, i.e., has winding number 0, 
while D\D, becomes the continuity set. Define 
D,+=D+nD,, 
Dp_= D-n Dp. 
We note that the Leray sheaf in dimension n, defined with Z/pZ coefficients over 
x results by Proposition 1.8 in the following split short exact sequence of sheaves: 
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We know that Fr@) n U c D,. Since for each neighborhood Y of y E D+n U 
there is a point u E Vn Y such that cy$u) = k,, we have Dp+n U= D+n U. Thus 
DP+ separates U, and V is a component of U\D1>,. 
It will now be shown that H”+k-‘Crr-‘(& Z/pZ) # 0. 
To prove that H “+k-‘(rr-‘(&!; E/p23 # 0, examine the long exact cohomology 
sequence for the pair (~--~(a, rTT- ‘(Afi 0,)). As was pointed out above, A 
separates V. Then, since A\D,_ separates V\II$_, it follows that a-l(A\DP_) 
separates ~-‘(l/‘\D~_f, a manifold. Thus, the cohomolo~ with compact supports 
H~+k-i(7r-i(A \D,_); Z/ph) # 0. 
Since ( X\A) c 0, + and therefore ((-1 \(A \D,_>> c D,,, we can write 
7i=X4\Dp_) = 3r -l(&\n-i(xn II,>, and, by [17, 6.111, 
H n+k-1 i r-‘(X), r-lfiinDp); P/gd) 
= Hy-‘(T-‘(A \D,_); L/pZ) #= 0. 
Thus, the exact sequence 
H n+k-2(+(4; q+y) Ljp+k-2 (r-‘f An $); z/pZ) 
AH n+k-l(~-*(Aj, 77-1(XnDp); H/pZ) 
5 H”+k-‘(~-‘(iij; Z/p”) (4) 
shows that if p is injective, H ntk-1(~3T-1(,$; Z,/pZ) # 0. This is the case if v is 
the zero map which comes about if 6 is a surjection. That 6 is a surjection will now 
be demonstrated. 
This result is summarized in the diagram below where the left-hand column of 
arrows is from (4). It will be shown that the maps /3 and y are surjections and that 
c1 and b2 are isomo~hisms. 
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Proof that L$ is an isomorphism. The Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence for 
the restriction 
has at most one nontrivial E, term contributing to the filtration of 
H~+k-l(7r-‘(m+); h/w). 
This is due to the dimensions of the sets involved. The fact that dim(ifn DJ d 
dim(xn 0,) < k - 2, causes the q-dimensional cohomology of Xn D to vanish 
for q 3 k - 1 regardless of coefficients and, because ?r-i(b) has dimension IZ for 
all b E B, each stalk of the Leray sheaf %*[,rr] is zero for q > n. Thus the only 
nonzero element of the E, term E2P,* with p + q = n + k - 2 is Eg-2*n and this is 
an element of the 15, term since the domain of the incoming differential map is 
Ekb4*” +’ which must also be zero for the dimensional reasons cited above. It is 2 
thus concluded that 
H”+k-*(+&VP); H/PZ) +Hk-2(XnDp; .xn[~l~-+~~]) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof that the map Lo is an isomorphism. Recall from Section 1 that a sheaf 9 
over Y cX may be extended to X by the addition of trivial stalks over X\Y. The 
extended sheaf is then denoted gx. Then a basic property of sheaf cohomology 13, 
Theorem 10.13 gives us 
Proof that the map /3 is a subjection. Since the dimension of x is less than or 
equal to k - 1, we have the k-dimensional cohomology of x trivial regardless of 
coefficients. Thus the En-rvk element of the fray-Grothendieck spectral se- 2 
quence for the map rr I T-1(x, is Hk(A’; Zn[rr I ,-+_,q$ = 0, which causes the 
Etm2*” element to be the (k - 2, n)th element of the E, term: 
.,-Q[ 7r I &.q] nW2(A; P[ Tr I &(&]) = E?p”[ 7r I ?r-~~~~] f 
Noting that 
.E&2qTlI-‘(.Jj] zJJJ,_, 
in the filtration of HnSkP2(~-‘(~); Z/QZ) = J,,, there is a surjection 
H”+k-2(~-1( x); Z/p”) + ,-=,“[ T I r-q~>]. 
Thus, 
P:H n+yr-l(Aj); Z/p”) --&-*(A; x”[nIp-l(.q]) 
is a surjection. 
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Proof that the map y is a surjection. The split exact sequence, 
0~(~n[7TIrr-‘(~,~~)])d~~n 
induces the splitting of 
-+H”(A; ‘r[Tl+(A)]) -+ 
into short exact sequences (see Section 1). We have, in particular, 
Thus y : Hk-2(AT En[r ( ,- y,q]) + Hkm2(Ai @‘“[a I ,.-+~,-,Dp,])x~ is a surjection. 
Putting all the above results together, we conclude that 
S:H n+k-2(+(x); Z/p”) +Hn+k-2 (r-1( An D,); Z/p”) 
is a surjection and that since p is therefore injective with nonzero domain, 
H”+k-‘(r-‘(~); Z/pZ) # 0. 
This implies, by Lemma 2.2, that ~~~(3 has more than one complementary 
domain in M. One complementary domain of P-‘(X) contains the preimage of 
the connected Fr(U) and, since d” E U is connected by r’ to Fr(U) and r’ is 
disjoint from A, this same complementary domain must contain a-l(d *). It 
follows then that any other complementary domain of Amust have all its frontier 
in 2, and must be contained in U. Such a complementary domain of x would 
contain complementary domains of A’ which meet neither d * nor Fr(U) contra- 
dicting the construction of A’ which required that each complementary domain of 
A’ contains either d * or some point in FrCU). Thus the existence of more than one 
complementary domain of 2 in B, and therefore of r-‘(x) in M is impossible. 
0 
3. The dimension of D 
In this section it is established that the cohomological dimension of D, the 
discontinuity set of r : M + B, is at most k - 2 if the fibers have trivial first 
homology or have the shape of S’. We must assume that B has finite covering 
dimension in order to make use of the result of Section 2: that D does not locally 
separate B. It is in fact this result, and the existence of retractions of neighbor- 
hoods of fibers to fibers in the source manifold, which leads us to our conclusions 
regarding the dimension of D. The presence of “discontinuity” at fibers in rr-‘(D) 
is therefore not necessary to the proofs of the following results. Note that Lemma 
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2.1 established, without reliance on the covering dimension of B, the existence of a 
pseudo-isotopy of r to a proper map f which has the same discontinuity set as r 
and for which the preimage of the discontinuity set has empty interior in M. From 
this we concluded that dim,(D) ( k - 1 which we assume implicitly in the sequel. 
We shall need the following. 
Theorem [2, Theorem 2.31. Let X be locally compact and metrizable with finite 
cohomological dimension. Then dim,(X) < n if and only if for each x E X, given an 
open neighborhood U of x, there exists an open neighborhood W c U of x such that 
the inclusion induced homomorphism 
Hc”( W; Z) + H,“(lJ; Z) 
is trivial for all m > n + 1. 
The following lemma essentially translates Borel’s theorem into a context 
convenient to Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. 
Lemma 3.1. Let r : M + B be a codimension-k manifold decomposition with dim(B) 
< m. Let Y c B be a closed subset of B with dim,(Y) < k - 1 and such that Y does 
not locally separate B. Let E be a relatively open subset of Y over which the Leray 
sheaf in dimension n is constant. Suppose that for each point e E E and each 
neighborhood U of e, there are neighborhoods W c V c U of e such that the image of 
H,(F’(W); Z> in H1(rTT-l(V); Z) is contained in the image of H1(rTT-l(V\E); Z) in 
H,(r -l(V); Z> under their respective inclusion induced homomorphisms. 
Then dim r( E) Q k - 2. 
Proof. Consider the following diagram 
Pw 
- H,(&(W); Z) x HI(a-l(W), ~‘(W\(wn 0; Z> - 
E I 
H,“+k-l((~-l(WnE)); Z) 
h 
I 
i 
& 
H"+k-l((,-l(VnE)); Z) c 
t 
Pv 
- H&a-‘(VI; Z) 3 H,(r-l(V), r-l(V\(Vn E)); Z) - 
where the top and bottom rows are the long exact sequences and the marked 
isomorphisms are due to duality [17, p. 3921. By assumption, Im(h) c Im(&>. The 
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maps yw and yV are surjections because E does not separate either Y or W. A 
simple diagram chase then yields that i is the zero map: 
K+k-i ((F’(WnE)); z) JLH~+~-i((~-i(VnE)); z). (5) 
We now focus on the target space B where we know that dim,(Y) < k - 1. We 
seek to show that (5) implies that the homomorphism 
H,k-l(wnE; z) -+Hck-l(VnE; Z) 
is trivial. This condition, applied to Borel’s theorem, yields the conclusion that 
dim,(E) $ k - 2. 
By the constancy of the sheaf SF+‘“[~] over E, 
H,k-l(vnE; ~n[~IT-~tvnE~f) =H!-l(i/nE; Z). 
The former module occupies the top right-hand corner of the E, term of the 
Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence for the map 7r I a-l(~ n Ej using compact 
supports. It is also the sole nontrivial E ,P,” element where p + q = II + k - 1 and 
hence 
Hf-l(YnE; z) =HIf,“fk-l(~-l(vnE); 2). 
The same argument gives 
l~Z,k-~(wnE; Z) M;+k-‘(r-‘(WnE); h). 
By the functoriality of the spectral sequence the following diagram commutes. 
H,k-‘(W.E; Z)* H”+k-l(rr-l(W n E); Z> C 
I I 
Hk-l(j,Yn E. z)& 
c 7 
~n+k-1 
c (7r-YVn E); z>. 
As a result of the trivial homomorphism (5) we have 
H,k-‘(WnE; 7) _4_,H$-‘(VnE; h), 
and thus 
H,k-l(wnE; 2’) -kH:-‘(UnE; H). 
We apply Borel’s theorem along with the fact that dim,(Y) < k - 1 to complete 
the proof. q 
The next two propositions use Lemma 3.1 to limit the cohomological dimension 
of certain subsets of D. The conditions for Lemma 3.1 are easy to come by when 
the fibers of T have trivial first homology. 
Proposition 3.2. Let r : itPk --) B be a codimension-k manifold decomposition with 
dim(B) < M and H,(r- l(b); Z) = 0 for each b E B. Then dim(D) < k - 2. 
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Proof. Let DckF2) be the union of all relatively open subsets of the discontinuity 
set D having ~ohomologi~al dimension at most k - 2. The Sum Theorem for 
cohomological dimension 1151 asserts that dim,(D(k-2)) < k - 2. Then DCkT2) is 
the largest relatively open subset of D having cohomological dimension at most 
k - 2 Set D(k-l) = D\Dckm2). We will show that, if the fibers of r have trivial 
first homology, DCk-i) = fl . To prove this it suffices to find a subset E c DCk-‘), 
relatively open in D@- l), with dim,(E) d k - 2. Then D(k-2) U E is a relatively 
open subset of D and the Sum Theorem gives dim,(D(k-2~ U E) G k - 2 contra- 
dicting the maximality of DC*-*). Then D cDCkB2) and since covering dimension 
and cohomological dimension coincide when the former is finite, dim(D) 6 k - 2. 
Let E cDCk-‘) such that .%‘“[r] is constant over E. We will use Lemma 3.1 to 
prove that dim,(E) < k - 2. To this end, let e E E and U be a neighborhood of e. 
Pick Y c U to be a neighborhood of e such that I/n DC’- ‘) c E and V- i(V) 
(shape) strong deformation retracts to a-‘(e) in M. Noting that H,(a-r(e); Z) = 0, 
we can find an open neighborhood W c V of e such that the inclusion induced 
homomorphism 
H&+(W); h) + H&1( V); H) 
is trivial. The conditions for the application of Lemma 3.1 are therefore fulfilled. 
Then dim,(E) Q k - 2. ci 
If the fibers of r have the shape of S1 we are still able to prove that 
dim(D) G k - 2. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.2, though the task of 
fulfilling the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 is considerably more delicate. 
Proposition 3.3. Let T : M -+ B be a codimension-k manifold decomposition i which 
dim(B) < co and the fibers haue the shape of S1. Then dim(D) G k - 2. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, let D (k-2) be the Iargest relatively open 
subset of D having cohomological dimension less than or equal to k - 2. Set 
@k-1) = D\DckP2). It will suffice to find a relatively open subset E c #k-1) such 
that dim,(E) G k - 2 contradicting the maximality of D(k-2). Then DCk-ll is 
empty and, since the covering dimension of I) is finite, dim(D) = dim,(D) G k - 2. 
Let E be a relatively open subset of DCkS1) such that X”[rr] is constant over E. 
The assertion that dim,(E) G k - 2 will follow from Lemma 3.1. Thus, given e E E 
and U a neighborhood of e, we seek neighborhoods W c I/C U of e such that the 
image of the homomorphism pi, : H,(T-‘(V\E); Z> + H,(P-~W); Z) contains 
the image of the homomo~hism h : H,(rr-l(W); Z> + H,(rr-‘(V); Z). Since the 
fibers of rr have the shape of Si, we can pick Y and W to be connected (and 
thereby path connected [19, p. 2221) and such that the image of h is isomorphic to 
Z in H,(?r-i(V); Z). Then in order to prove that Im(h) c Im(&>, we must 
eliminate the following two cases. 
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Case 1: The image of &, contains only the q-multiples of the image of h for some 
q> 1. 
Case 2: The image of pv contains only the trivial element of the image of h. 
Contradictions will be found in both cases by the examination of a covering of 
T-~(V) based on the fiber n-‘(e). Let u : r-‘(e) --f S1 be the shape equivalence. 
Extend u to a saturated, connected neighborhood r-‘(V) where I/C U such that 
there is a (shape) strong deformation retraction r : Y’(V) --, r-‘(e) in M. Let 
W c V be a connected neighborhood of e such that the image of the inclusion 
induced homomorphism 
h:ff,(+(w); h) +H~(+(v); z) 
is isomorphic to Z. 
Let 4 : .fl + S’ be the q-fold covering of S’ for some integer q > 1. Define 
as the pull-back of 4 by u as in the following diagram. Given that + is a covering 
map, it is easy to check that + is also a covering map. 
Define + : ~7) + V as 5 = r#. Recall that &p’(.rr (Ir-~cVnEj) is the con- 
stant sheaf with stalks isomorphic to H’(S1; 2). Observe, then, that 
&“l(+ 1 +-l(~~ ~1) is the constant sheaf with stalks isomorphic to H’(S’; 2’). 
The remainder of the proof uses diagrams (6) and (7) below. The vertical arrows 
are the long exact sequence homomorphisms; the horizontal arrows are inclusion 
induced homomorphisms. 
H,W’(W\Ek h) 
g 
+ H,WW\E); z> 
Bw I 
H,W VW); z> 
I 
Pv I 
h ’ H,W’W/); 20 
1 
(6) Yw 1 YY 
IQ-‘(w), 6W\E); La k 
1 
ff,(7T- ‘(V), r- ‘W\E); z> 
bv I 6, j I 
H&-lw\Ek Z) ’ H,(?r- ‘(V\E); z> 
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Diagram (7) is the same as (6) except that everything is happening in the covering 
spaces. 
z-q+-YW\E); Z) 
L! 
* H,GY’(V\E); Z) 
Lb -1 Bv 
H,(F ‘(WI; Z) 
I; -I 
’ H,W’W; Z) 
cv I fv 
H,(iF’(W), 7P(W\E); Z) i 
I 
H,W’(V), fPW\E); Z) 
bv 
-I 
6, 
J 
H,(iF’(W\E); Z) F 
-I 
*H&7 ‘W\E); Z). 
(7) 
We will show that if Im(h)@ Im(p,) then +-‘(W\E) has multiple path 
components. The constancy of the Leray sheaves for both 7r and 6 over E and the 
fact that E does not separate W lead then to a contradiction. Towards this end, 
two technical results regarding diagrams (6) and (7) will be needed. 
Claim 1. If the image of pv meets only the q-multiples of Im(h) c H1(rTT-‘(V)) or if 
Im(p,) n Im(h) = 0, then ffTT-‘(W\E) has qpath components. 
Proof. To prove that T?-‘(W\E) has 4 path components we show that two distinct 
points x1, x2Eb ‘-‘(XI, the preimage of x E r- ‘(W\E) under the q-fold cover- 
ing, cannot be in the same path component of 6-Y W\E). Since r-‘(W\E) is 
path connected, this implies that +- ‘(W\E) has exactly 4 path components. 
Suppose that there exists a path p from x1 to x2 in F’(W\E). Then the loop 
#(p), the image of p under the covering projection, represents a nontrivial 
element in each of the three groups H,(T-‘(V\E); Z), Hl(a-‘(W); 29 and 
H,(r-‘(VI; Z). In the latter group +‘(p> represents an element that is in the 
images of both & and h. This contradicts the possibility that Im(&) n Im(h) = 0. 
If Im(Pv) n Im(h) = qZ, then &‘(p) represents an element which is a q-multiple of 
the generator of the image of h. Such elements, however, lift to loops in +-l(V) 
and, since p is not a loop, Claim 1 is established. 
Claim 2. If rk(Im(i)) = a then rk(Im(l’I) Q a. 
Proof. We note that the crucial condition here is that the Leray sheaf for both 7 
and + is constant over E. 
Observe that the following diagram, where the horizontal arrows are duality 
isomorphisms [17, p. 3921, commutes. 
Hl(~-l(W), a-‘(W\E))AHH,k(.rr-‘(WnE)) 
i I i * I Hl(r -‘(V), T-‘(V\E))A H,k(r-‘(Vn E)) 
(8) 
From this we conclude that the image of i l has rank a. 
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We next demonstrate, using the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence, that 
the diagram 
I!&r-QVl E); 29 G H;-l(W. E; Z) 
i * I i’ * 
H~“(T-‘(WI E); H) G H,k-‘(Vn E; Z) 
where i * * is inclusion induced, aiso commutes, 
also has rank a. 
implying that the image of i * * 
The only nontrivial element in the E, term of the spectral sequence for the map 
r restricted to 7~-‘(Vn E) contributing to the filtration of H,k(r-‘(Vfl E); Z> is 
the eIement E,k-l,l = H,k-‘(Vn E; ~F’~~rrl). Thus, 
fz~(~-l(VnE); H) =Hck-l(l/nE; 2+[~]). 
In the case of + we have the same situation in the spectral sequence, which gives 
H,k(7j;-1(VnE); Z) zlf,k-‘(VnE; X1[G]). 
Both of the above isomorphisms hoId for the neighborhood W in place of V. We 
also note that, owing to the constancy of the Leray sheaf over E, we have 
H,k-l(VnE; &“l[n]) =H,k-l(VnE; H1(S1)), 
and 
The functoriality of the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence then allows us to 
conclude that 
H,k(rr-‘(Wn E); Z) A Hfl(w n E; Hi(sl>) 
i * 
I 
i** 
1 
H,k(r-“(Vn E); if> 6 H,k-‘(vi7 E; H1(S1)) 
commutes, as does 
i * 
I 
i * * I 
H,k(7s-‘(Vn E); z) * H,k-l(VnE; H1(.fi)) 
Finally, we consider the short exact sequence of sheaves 
(9) 
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Recall that the first two sheaves are constant with stalks isomorphic to Z. The 
initial injection comes about by multiplication by q on the stalks, and the sheaf d, 
the quotient of the first two sheaves, is constant with stalks isomorphic to Z/qZ. 
This short exact sequence induces the long exact sequences running vertically in 
the diagram below. 
H,k_2(Wf-l E; s$) -Hk-2(V.E* a> 
c 9 
-H,k?Vn E; H’(f’)) 
I I 
H,k-‘(Wn E; H’(S’)) sH,k-l(vnE; H1(S1)) 
I 
(10) 
Hk-l(Wn E. a) - c 3 Hk-l(vn E. > c 7 
Since the sheaf d is constant with stalks isomorphic to Z/q& the first and third 
rows of vertical arrows above carry only torsion. Thus the second row of vertical 
arrows embeds the free parts of H~-l(Wn E; H’($‘)) and H,k-l(vn E; H’(??‘)) 
in the free parts of H,k-l(wn E; H’(S’>) and Hck-‘(Vn E; H’(S’>), respectively. 
Since the image of i * * has rank a, we conclude that the rank of the image of i’* * 
is at most a. A chase back through commutative diagrams corresponding to (8) and 
(9) but with all maps in the covering space, proves that the rank of the image of i’* 
is at most u. Then the rank of the image of i’ is at most a as claimed. This 
concludes the proof of Claim 2. 
Case 1: Im(&> n Im(h) = qZ for some q > 1. 
Suppose that the image of /3,, meets only the q-multiples of Z z Im(h) C 
H,(F’(V)) for some q > 1. By Claim 1, km’(W\E) has q path components. 
Referring to diagram (6) where pV contains only the q-multiples of the image of h 
and both yw and yr, are surjections, we note that the image of i is Z/qZ and so 
has rank 0. By Claim 2, we must then have rk(Im(iS) = 0. 
If K’(V\E) also has q path components, then the map fin diagram (71 is an 
isomorphism. The rank of H,,(r ‘-‘(W\E); Z) is q, and since H,,(+-1(W); Z) is 
free of rank 1, the image of the map s’, has rank q - 1 in H,,(K’(W\E); 2’). 
Since H,(F’(V\E); Z) is free, and Irn(l) has rank 0, the composition s’,i is 
trivial. This contradicts the nontrivality of the composition of the nontrivial s’, 
with the isomorphism J: Thus, in the event that Jis an isomorphism, Case 1 cannot 
hold. 
If i is not an isomorphism, we consider a neighborhood Y c W of e where the 
image of the inclusion induced map h’ : H,(T-l(Y); ii!) + H,(T-‘(WI; Z!) is iso- 
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morphic to Z. We then need to evaluate the intersection of the images of & and 
h’ in the following diagram. 
H,(7+(Y\E); Z) 
t? 
’ H,(T?(W\E); Z) 
Pw 
h 1 
’ HtWIW); ‘a 
I 
YY 1 YW 1 
A similar diagram (with tildes over the map names) holds in the q-fold covering 
space. 
If Im(h’) c Im(&), we are done. If Im(h’) n Im(Pw) z fZ for some r > 1, we 
have that the rank of the image of i’ is 0. Then, by Claim 2, the rank of the image 
of 2 is also 0. Since 1’ is an i~morphism between modules of rank q, we have a 
contradiction as argued above. Finahy, if Im(h’) n Im(&) z 0, we have rk(Im(i’)) 
= 1. This follows from the fact that Im(y,h’) 3 Im(?) is free and cyclic. This 
implies that rk(Im(?)) d 1. Now Im(?q,) f’l Im(yw& has rank 1, and Im(s”,?> n 
Im(i;#,) has rank 9 - 1 z 1. This implies that the rank of the image of ? is greater 
than 1 since 6,$w= 0. Thus Case 1 cannot hold. 
Case 2: Im(&> n Im(h) z 0. 
The impossibility of Case 2 is implied by the arguments of the preceding 
paragraph which prove not only that ican be assumed to be an isomorphism, but 
also that when it is, Im(Pv) n Im(h) z 0. 0 
4. Conclusion 
The principal focus of this paper has been to show that, for k & 2, the 
di~ontinui~ set of a codimension-k manifold decomposition does not locally 
separate the decomposition space. In the codimension-1 f5] and codimension-2 [lo] 
cases, this was already known. If both source manifold and fibers are orientable, 
the discontinuity set is empty when k = 1 and locally finite when k = 2. Our 
extension of these results to higher codimensions was largely inspired by the fact 
that the discontinui~ set of a PL manifold decomposition of arbitrary dimension 
does not locally separate the decomposition space [81. The extension of this result 
to the topological category was hypothesised by Snyder [6] in his results concerning 
partially acyclic manifold decompositions. It is hoped that our main result will be 
of use in the further investigation of codimension-k manifold decompositions. 
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One might expect that our main result would lead to a proof that the dimension 
of the discontinuity set, known to be at most k - 1, is at most k - 2. Under the 
assumption of orientability of both fiber and source manifold, this is true for 
codimension less than or equal to 2. We have shown that this holds for arbitrary 
codimension if the first homology of the fibers is trivial or if the fibers have the 
shape of S’. Dropping the orientability hypothesis, Daverman [5] gives an example 
of a codimension-1 decomposition of the Klein bottle into circles which has as its 
image the closed unit interval with discontinuity at the endpoints. Then if we cross 
the Klein bottle with any closed orientable k-manifold we can create a codimen- 
sion-(k + 1) manifold decomposition with k-dimensional discontinuity in the 
boundary of the image. It nevertheless eems reasonable to speculate that without 
restriction on the shape of the fibers the dimension of the discontinuity set is at 
most k - 2 under the orientability hypothesis, and at most k - 2 in the interior of 
the image if the orientability hypothesis is removed. 
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